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Introduction
Welcome to the Teacher’s Delivery Guide for Pearson LCCI Level 2 Certificate in Cost
Accounting (ASE20094). We are delighted that you are interested in teaching this
qualification, and have provided this free resource – written by teachers – to support
your delivery of the specification. It was created to support both new and existing LCCI
teachers and is based on the content of the latest specifications.
LCCI qualifications (set up originally by the London Chamber of Commerce and
Industry) have an established reputation dating back to 1887, when the first exams
were set in Bombay (now Mumbai). In 2011 this qualification suite became part of the
Pearson portfolio, which also includes academic qualifications (e.g. GCSE and GCE
Level) and vocational qualifications (e.g. BTEC). Now, these qualifications are offered
in over 90 countries and over 250,000 LCCI exams are taken annually by learners all
over the globe.
Some of the key features and benefits of the new finance and quantitative qualifications include:
●●

Comprehensive support – Each qualification in the new suite is supported by a free
Teacher’s Delivery Guide; marketing materials to help you recruit learners; and past
papers with mark schemes as well as full examiner reports following each exam.

●●

Professional body recognition – We have received a number of exemptions from
Professional Bodies such as ACCA, CIMA and ICAEW. For more information please
visit the Progression area within the Pearson website (qualifications.pearson.com/
lcci).

●●

Higher body recognition – UCAS points are due to be confirmed on the new LCCI
Level 3 titles in 2016, so look on the website for details.

●●

Employer recognition – LCCI qualifications have a long history of being sought
after by local employers, particularly in some countries where the brand is regarded
as the market-leading finance qualification.

●●

100% external assessment – All the exams are set and marked by Pearson, which
gives the qualification credibility amongst external stakeholders (like employers,
Higher Education) and means you can be confident of the standards of the qualification. These qualifications will also follow the same awarding process as general
(academic) qualifications, and grade boundaries will be set for each exam and
published after the exam has been set, to ensure that standards remain consistent
over time.

●●

Mapped to International Accounting Standards (IAS) – This will ensure learners
understand the accounting practices that countries are increasingly adopting.

●●

Clear specification and exam format – The specification is laid out in a more
concise format, and the mark scheme clearly outlines how mark allocation works
and is consistent between the levels and qualifications.

v
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●●

Assessment objectives – These detail all the different ways that content may be assessed
in the exam. For example, listing ‘depreciation’ under assessment objective 1 (memorise) may require learners to recall or state methods of depreciation, whilst for assessment objective 2 (perform procedures) learners may be required to demonstrate using
methods of depreciation, and so on.

It is essential that you familiarise yourself with the full requirements of the specification
through close reading of the document. This guide is purely for support purposes and is
not designed to be a substitute for the specification itself.
Below is an overview of the different features to be included in the delivery guide
including:
●●

What’s new – provides a useful summary of key changes between the old and the new
specification, as well as highlighting the key aspects of the new course.

●●

Delivery guidance – provides suggestions on how to plan and teach the new LCCI suite
of qualifications.

●●

Scheme of work – contains a table illustrating how to deliver the qualifications within
the Guided Learning Hours (GLH) with ideas for possible activities and resources to use
with learners.

●●

Preparing learners for external assessment – guidance on how to help prepare
learners for the external assessment in the new LCCI qualifications.

●●

Command words – a list of the key command words and their definitions used in the
sample assessment material.

●●

Practice exercises – questions for you to use with learners to develop their skills, which
are additional to the questions provided in the student textbook.

●●

Further reading and resource suggestions – suggestions of further printed and online
resources that you may find beneficial when delivering the new LCCI qualification.

●●

IAS glossary – detailing the key IAS terminology used in the new suite.

We hope you find this guide of use when teaching.
We encourage you to check the Pearson website (qualifications.pearson.com/lcci)
and search for this qualification to download a range of free learner resources and further
support for your delivery of this qualification.

vi
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Chapter

1

What’s new

The Pearson LCCI Level 2 Certiﬁcate in Cost Accounting (ASE20094) is intended to give
learners an introduction to the various aspects of Cost Accounting that they are likely to
encounter in their working lives. The qualiﬁcation includes the application of knowledge to
practical scenarios and introduces elements of management accounting with a view to their
progression opportunities.
This qualiﬁcation is for learners who work in, or want to work in, accounting environments
where they will be required to produce cost information. It provides the key knowledge and
understanding of the role of cost accounting in business; costs relating to labour, material
and overheads; marginal costing; coding systems and the role of management information
systems in organisations.
The qualiﬁcation will also introduce learners to the principle of decision making for
Management Accounting to help prepare for the Pearson LCCI Level 3 Certiﬁcate in Cost
and Management Accounting.

What’s new in the Level 2 qualification
The qualiﬁcation has been revised and updated from the previous Level 2 in Cost Accounting.

The following topics have been removed from the old syllabus:
●

Accounting systems (syllabus topic 7) – this was felt to be better suited to a higher level,
and also not in keeping with current practice

●

Overhead absorption and allocation – this has moved to Level 3 to fit better with topics
presented in that qualification

●

Process costing – this has moved to Level 3, as it is better suited to a higher level

●

All budget preparation, apart from cash budgets – this was originally part of the Level 3
qualification, so has been re-incorporated there

The qualification contains the following subject content:
1.1 The role of cost accounting in business. Principles of cost coding has been added
2.1 Material costs. One or two additions to help students prepare for Level 3

1
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2.2 Labour costs. Slightly amended from the old syllabus
2.3 Overhead costs. The calculation and use of an overhead rate has been retained
3.1 Job and batch costing. Retained from the old syllabus with slight revisions
3.2 Marginal costing. Only a simple marginal costing statement required. No break even
charts
4.1 Budgetary planning and control
4.2 Standard costing and variances. The reasons for material and labour variances has
been added
5.1 Managing cash flow. A new topic to help prepare for Level 3. Cash budgets retained
6.1 Investment appraisal. A new topic to help prepare for Level 3. Students will be
required to calculate the payback and accounting rate of return for an investment
decision
7.1 The role of MIS in costing accounting. Another new topic to broaden the required
knowledge

2
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Chapter

2

Delivery guidance

This new suite of LCCI ﬁnance and accounting qualiﬁcations aims to prepare learners for
the accounting profession. Qualiﬁcations range from Level 1 to Level 4 covering aspects of
manual and computerised bookkeeping, accounts and statistics. Levels 1–3 are aimed at
learners aged 16+. Level 4 is aimed at learners who are 18+ and already in the workplace.
As these are vocational qualiﬁcations, it is imperative that you use a variety of delivery
methods to engage learners and ensure they develop the appropriate knowledge, understanding and skills, which will help them to be successful in their future careers.

Planning:
●●

Prior to recruiting learners onto the course, it is important to establish what qualification level they are already working at and that they have the sufficient motivation and
interest in accounting to enable them to be successful. Their previous academic history
and prior qualifications will help you to determine this.

●●

The minimum age of learners in the specification should be used as a guide for recruitment, rather than as a compulsory requirement.

●●

It is essential that you read the whole specification to familiarise yourself with its
requirements.

●●

If you are already experienced in delivering LCCI finance and quantitative qualifications,
it is worth familiarising yourself with the differences between the old and new specification, which is also summarised in the ‘What’s new’ section of the delivery guide.

●●

It is important to plan sufficient time to deliver the whole course. The Guided Learning
Hours (GLH) for each qualification provides an indication of how long is needed to
deliver the course in its entirety. The example Scheme of Work provides you with a
suggestion of how to plan the time over the course.

Delivery:
●●

Visit the website qualifications.pearson.com/lcci and search for this qualification to find
supporting resources to use with your learners.

●●

Use International Accounting Standards (IAS) terminology with learners from the
outset of the course. A glossary is included in the qualification specification, in this
guide and on the qualification website that you can give to learners.

3
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●●

Recap the previous session at the start of each lesson. This will provide an opportunity to
monitor learner progress and encourage questions.

●●

Develop each new topic from simple to complex incorporating realistic examples.

●●

In order to engage learners you should incorporate a variety of delivery methods which
allow for different learning styles. For example, pair and group work. It is recommended
that you have a maximum group size of three as learners do not get enough chance to
speak in large groups.

●●

Change the pace of the lesson by breaking things up a bit, i.e. different activities, timed
tasks and different materials.

●●

Let the students make mistakes. They need to. We all learn best through making mistakes.

●●

It’s a good idea to let learners check their answers with each other before feeding back
to you.

●●

Use practice exercises to develop learners’ skills. These could be class based or set as a
homework assignment.

●●

You should encourage learners to complete additional tasks – for example, exercises from
suitable textbooks, real-life scenarios from business and financial pages in newspapers or
from websites to help contextualise the content for learners.

●●

At the end of each topic you can incorporate, into your teaching, a mini test to help
consolidate learning.

It is important that you ensure learners’ understanding over time and encourage learners
to develop good study skills from the beginning of the course. It will make it easier when it
comes to revision.

4
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3

Scheme of work

Level 2 Certificate in Cost Accounting
This scheme of work is intended to be an example and not prescriptive. It is provided to
help you make the most of your planning time. You can adjust the session order to suit your
circumstances and customise it by adding your own activities/lesson ideas to the ‘Activities’
column. There are opportunities to add subject matter individual to your students. Note that
the order of unit content given here may not be the same as in the qualification specification.
Please note: This scheme is intended to provide an indication of the time allocation in
order to cover the syllabus content. Activities can be shortened or extended as required.
Some of the workshop/review sessions could be shortened or removed to allow more time
at the end for revision and exam preparation. It is important that students are thoroughly
prepared for the actual examination and they may need more rigorous exam practice in the
form of mock examinations under timed and supervised conditions.
Guided learning hours: 140
Number of lessons: 47 (46 three-hour sessions, 1 two-hour session)

Lesson

Unit content

Activities

Suggested
resource
checklist

1.1 The role of cost accounting in business
1.1The role of cost
accounting in business

●●

(a), (b)
1

Teacher presentation: to introduce the
unit: outline the nature of the key topics and
terms;introduce assessment command words

Purpose of cost
accounting

●●

Group discussion: to assess any prior experience/
learning and knowledge.

Relationship between
the different accounting
functions

●●

Student activity: identify the information needs of
decision-makers, business managers and different
external stakeholder groups

●●

Teacher led discussion: the role of cost
accounting in business

Specification
Lesson
notes and
student task
sheets
Flipchart

5
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Activities

Suggested
resource
checklist

●●

Teacher presentation: to review previous session

Specification

●●

Teacher led activity: overview of the identification,
function and behaviour of different types of
business costs; allocation of costs according to
function; calculation of prime costs

Lesson
notes and
student task
sheets)

●●

Student activity: identify and clarify the function
and behaviour of costs from given data sets;
calculations involving prime costs

Flipchart

●●

Teacher activity: monitor outcome of student
tasks and provide support where necessary

●●

Teacher led discussion: review tasks completed
by the students and confirm main learning aims
from the lesson

1.1The role of cost
accounting in business

●●

Teacher presentation: (10 minutes) to review
previous session

(f), (g), (h), (i)

●●

Teacher led activity: business organisational
structure and the notion of cost centres and cost
units; the importance of tracking costs in an
accounting system

●●

Student activity: case studies - selection of
suitable cost centres and cost units; prepare
simple cost codes

●●

Teacher activity: review tasks completed by the
students and confirm main learning aims from the
lesson

Accounting for
materials

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

Calculation of material
requirements

●●

Teacher presentation: summary of documents
used. Exercises on how to calculate reorder level,
minimum and maximum inventory levels

Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)

●●

Student activity: working individually or in pairs
calculate reorder level, minimum and maximum
inventory levels

Task sheets
and answers
(optional)

●●

Teacher activity: show main documentation

Textbook

●●

Teacher led discussion: (10 minutes) to review
lesson and ensure understanding

Lesson

Unit content
1.2The role of cost
accounting in business
(c), (d), (e)
Direct and indirect costs;
fixed and variable costs;
step costs; prime costs

2

Cost centres; cost units;
cost code design
3

Specification
Lesson
notes and
student task
sheets)
Flipchart

2.1 Material costs

Purpose of various
documents
4

Reasons for
discrepancies
Calculation of the
reorder level, minimum
and maximum inventory
level

Flipchart

2.1a, b, c and d

6
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Lesson

Unit content
Preparing stock/
inventory record cards
using FIFO, LIFO and
AVCO – tutor led
2.1e and f

Activities

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes): to
review previous session

●●

Teacher presentation: preparing stock/inventory
record cards using FIFO, LIFO and AVCO

●●

Student activity: practice tasks working
individually or in pairs. Completion of stock record
cards

5

Preparing stock/
inventory record cards
using FIFO, LIFO and
AVCO – practical
session
2.1e and f
6

Demonstrate how the
profit can be affected
by using the different
methods of inventory
valuation

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes): to
review previous session

●●

Teacher demonstration: recap on preparing
stock/inventory record cards using FIFO, LIFO and
AVCO

●●

Student activity: working individually or in pairs:
further tasks on preparing stock record cards

●●

Teacher activity: demonstrate how the profit can
be affected by using the different methods of
inventory valuation

Suggested
resource
checklist
Flipchart
Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Example
documents
(optional)
Flipchart
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook
Past exam
papers

Ensure student tasks are correct and provide
support

2.1g
●●

Teacher led discussion: (10 minutes) to review
lesson and ensure understanding

Identify labour costs
2.2a

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx.10 minutes): to
review previous session

Factors that affect
labour costs

●●

Teacher demonstration: how to calculate labour
costs using different methods of pay

Labour payment
methods, e.g. basic pay,
overtime and bonus
schemes

●●

Student activity: working individually or in pairs:
completion of tasks relating to payroll calculations

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx.10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

2.2 Labour costs

7

2.2b
Documentation, e.g.
time sheets, clock cards
and job cards

Example
documents
(optional)
Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)

7
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Lesson

8

9

Unit content

Activities

Labour costs

●●

The application of
various remuneration
methods 2.2c

Teacher presentation: (approx.10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher demonstration: the application of various
remuneration methods and the calculation of
earnings. Example activities

●●

Student activity: working individually or in pairs:
further tasks on preparing labour calculations

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide support

●●

Teacher led discussion: to review lesson and
ensure understanding

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Student activity: practice tasks working
individually or in pairs

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher demonstration: demonstrate the purpose
of overhead allocation, calculating basic overhead
absorption rates

Purpose of
overhead allocation,
apportionment and
absorption 2.3b

●●

Student activity: working individually or in pairs:
tasks on calculating basic overhead absorption
rates, overhead absorbed and any over/under
absorption

Difference between
direct and indirect
expense 2.3c

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

Purpose of
overhead allocation,
apportionment and
absorption 2.3a

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher presentation: on overhead absorbed and
any over/under absorption. Example activities

●●

Student activity: working individually or in pairs:
further tasks on calculating overhead absorption
rates, overhead absorbed and any over/under
absorption

Calculation of earnings
2.2d

Workshop session
based on labour costing
covering all aspects of
the topic area

Suggested
resource
checklist
Flipchart
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Past exam
papers

2.3 Overhead costs
Cost classification by
nature – direct and
indirect cost 1.1e
Identification and source
of overheads 2.3a
10

11

Calculation and use of
overhead absorption
rates 2.3d

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

Flipchart
Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook

Flipchart.
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook
Past exam
papers

8
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Lesson

12

Unit content

Activities

Class exercises (work
shop session)

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

Purpose of
overhead allocation,
apportionment and
absorption

●●

Teacher presentation: on overhead absorbed and
any over/under absorption. Example activities

●●

Student activity: working individually or in pairs:
further tasks on calculating overhead absorption
rates, overhead absorbed and any over/under
absorption

Calculation and use of
overhead absorption
rates

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

Preparation of a job cost
3.1b

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

Calculation of a
selling price and the
determination of a profit
3.1d

●●

Teacher activity: prepare job costs, including
preparation of an invoice. Link in with overhead
absorption

●●

Student activity: work on exercises determining
job costs/invoices

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher presentation: prepare batch costs.
Example activities

●●

Student activity: practice tasks working
individually or in pairs

●●

Teacher activity: explain the differences between
job and batch costing

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Student activity: practice tasks working
individually or in pairs

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct/
provide ongoing support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (10 minutes) to review
lesson and ensure understanding

2.3a, b, c and d

Suggested
resource
checklist
Flipchart.
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook
Past exam
papers

3.1 Job and batch costing

13

The application of cost
plus pricing 3.1e

Difference(s) between
job and batch costing
3.1a
Preparation of a batch
cost 3.1c
14

Calculation of a
selling price and the
determination of a profit
3.1d
The application of cost
plus pricing 3.1e

Workshop session on
job and batch costing
15

Flipchart
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook

Flipchart
Example
documents
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook

9
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Lesson

Unit content
REVIEW WEEK – check
learning of first five topic
areas (syllabus content)

16

Cost accounting in
business

Activities

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 30 minutes) to
review previous sessions

●●

Student activity: working individually or in pairs:
further tasks relating to first five topic areas

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide support. Check each individual
student’s learning and understanding. Set
individual targets

Material costs
Labour costs
Overhead costs
●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher presentation: revision and further
development of cost classification. Calculation of
the prime costs, production cost and total cost.
Determining costs by behaviour. Example activities

●●

Student activity: working individually or in pairs

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

Cost-volume-profit (CVP)
analysis – introduction

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

Break even analysis 3.2g

●●

Teacher presentation: the purpose of break-even
analysis; the components required to create a
break-even chart; explanation of how to calculate
the break-even point

●●

Student activity: practice tasks to calculate the
break-even point and construct break-even charts;
case study to calculate sales required to achieve
target profit

Job and batch costing

Suggested
resource
checklist
Flipchart
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook
Past exam
papers

3.2 Marginal costing
Classification of costs:
by nature – direct
and indirect costs; by
element – material,
labour and expenses,
and by function (topic 1)
17

Calculation of the prime
cost, production cost
and total cost (revision)
Classification of costs
by behaviour: fixed
costs and variable costs,
semi-variable costs and
stepped fixed costs

Flipchart
Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook

3.2b

Calculating the break
even point and the
margin of safety 3.2h
18

The calculation of the
sales revenue and
required sales for a
target profit 3.2i

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

Flipchart
Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook

10
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Lesson

19

20

Unit content

Activities

Cost-volume-profit (CVP)
analysis

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

The calculation of
contribution 3.2d

●●

Teacher presentation: introduction to topic
– calculating contribution and its use in CVP
analysis. Calculating the C/S ratio

●●

Student activity: working individually or in pairs on
tutor led exercise

The calculation of the
contribution to sales
(C/S) ratio 3.2e

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes)
the implications for the business of the C/S ratio in
relation to cost control and profit levels

Student based activity
on the previous topic

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

Break even analysis

●●

Calculating the break
even point and the
margin of safety

Student activity: practice tasks working
individually or in pairs

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

Difference between
marginal and absorption
costing 3.2c

The calculation of the
sales revenue and
required sales for a
target profit

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

21

Marginal costing as a
technique
The preparation of
simple marginal costing
statements
The limitations of CVP
analysis

Flipchart
Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook

Flipchart
Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook
Past exam
papers

The limitations upon
which cost-volume-profit
(CVP) analysis is based
3.2f
Workshop activity on
topic area 3.2 – marginal
costing

Suggested
resource
checklist

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher presentation: preparing a profit
statement in a marginal costing format

●●

Student activity: practice tasks working
individually or in pairs

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

Flipchart
Example
documents
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook

11
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Lesson

Unit content

Activities

Suggested
resource
checklist

4.1 Budgetary planning and control
5.1 Managing cash flow
●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher presentation: explain the theory behind
budget preparation

●●

Student activity: practice tasks working
individually or in pairs

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx.10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

Textbook

The definition of working
capital 5.1a

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

Flipchart

The preparation of a
simple cash flow budget
5.1b

●●

Teacher presentation: introduce the concept of
working capital. Preparing simple cash budgets.
Ways to deal with a cash surplus or deficit

The ways to deal with a
cash surplus/deficit 5.1c

●●

Student activity: practice tasks working
individually or in pairs

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (10 minutes) to review
lesson and ensure understanding

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Student activity: workshop/working individually on
preparing cash flow budgets

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct/
provide ongoing support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (10 minutes) to review
lesson and ensure understanding

REVIEW WEEK

●●

Check learning of topic
areas (syllabus content)
3.2, 4.1 and 5.1

Teacher presentation: (approx. 30 minutes) to
review previous sessions

●●

Student activity: working individually or in pairs.
Further tasks relating to specific topic areas

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide support. Check individual student’s
learning and understanding. Set individual targets

The link between a
forecast and a budget
4.1a

22

The benefits expected
from preparing budgets
4.1b
The allocation of costs
to budget areas 4.1c
(linked to topic one –
classification of costs by
function)

23

Student activities based
on preparing cash flow
budgets
24

5.1 b and c

25

●●

Flipchart
Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)

Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook

Flipchart
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook

Flipchart
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook
Past exam
papers

Teacher led discussion: (10 minutes) to review
lesson and ensure understanding

12
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Chapter 3 Scheme of work

Lesson

Unit content

Activities

Suggested
resource
checklist

4.2 Standard costing and variances
●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher presentation: introduce the concept of
standard costing. Example activities

●●

Student activity: practice tasks – completion of
worksheets

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct/
provide ongoing support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (10 minutes) to review
lesson and ensure understanding

The calculation of the
total direct material
variance, and the
analysis into the direct
material price and direct
material usage variances
4.2 b

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher presentation: how to calculate the three
material variances. Example activities

●●

Student activity: practical tasks – completion of
worksheets

The reasons for material
variances 4.2d

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are
correct/provide ongoing support

Tutor led session

●●

Teacher led discussion: (10 minutes) to review
lesson and ensure understanding

Textbook

The calculation of the
total direct material
variance, and the
analysis into the direct
material price and direct
material usage variances
4.2b

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

Flipchart

●●

Student activity: working in pairs on activities

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

The calculation of
the total direct labour
variance, and the
analysis into the direct
labour rate and direct
labour efficiency
variances 4.2c

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher presentation: how to calculate the three
labour variances. Example activities

●●

Student activity: practical tasks – completion of
worksheets

The reasons for labour
variances 4.2d

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are
correct/provide ongoing support

Tutor led session

●●

Teacher led discussion: (10 minutes) review
lesson and ensure understanding

The meaning of the
terms standard cost and
variance 4.1a

26

27

28

Student based workshop

29

Flipchart
Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)

Flipchart
Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)

Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook

Flipchart
Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook

13
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Lesson

30

Unit content
The calculation of
the total direct labour
variance, and the
analysis into the direct
labour rate and direct
labour efficiency
variances 4.2d

Activities

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Student activity: working in pairs on activities

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are
correct/provide ongoing support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (10 minutes) to review
lesson and ensure understanding

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Student activity: working in pairs on activities

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

Student based workshop
Workshop session
The calculation of the
total direct material,
direct material price and
direct material usage
variances 4.2b
31

The calculation of the
total direct labour,
direct labour rate and
direct labour efficiency
variances 4.2c

Check individual students learning and
understanding

Suggested
resource
checklist
Flipchart
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook

Flipchart
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook
Past exam
papers

Set individual targets
●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher presentation: the meaning of investment
appraisal. How to calculate the payback period.
Example activities

●●

Student activity: practical tasks working
individually or in pairs.

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct/
provide ongoing support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (10 minutes) to review
lesson and ensure understanding

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher presentation: the meaning of investment
appraisal. How to calculate the accounting rate of
return. Example activities

●●

Student activity: practical tasks working
individually or in pairs.

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct/
provide ongoing support

The reasons for material
and labour variances
4.2d
6.1 Investment appraisal
The meaning of
investment appraisal and
its purpose 6.1a
The calculation of the
payback period 6.1b
32

The calculation of the
accounting rate of
return for an investment
decision 6.1b
33

●●

Flipchart
Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook

Flipchart
Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook

Teacher led discussion: (10 minutes) to review
lesson and ensure understanding

14
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Chapter 3 Scheme of work

Lesson

Unit content

34

The preparation of
capital investment
appraisals using
payback and accounting
rate of return 6.1b
Non-financial factors
relating to investment
appraisal 6.1c
Workshop session

35

Activities

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Student activity: working in pairs on activities

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct/
provide ongoing support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (10 minutes) to review
lesson and ensure understanding

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 30 minutes) to
review previous sessions

●●

Student activity: working individually or in pairs.
Further tasks relating to topic area 6.1

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide support. Check individual student’s
learning and understanding. Set individual targets

●●

Suggested
resource
checklist
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook
Past exam
papers

Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook
Past exam
papers

Teacher led discussion: (10 minutes) to review
lesson and ensure understanding

7.1 The role of Management Information Systems (MIS) in cost accounting
The information needs of
a business organisation
7.1a

36

The internal and external
sources of data available
to a business 7.1b
The difference between
data and information
7.1c
The advantages of using
accounting software
packages 7.1d
The information needs of
a business organisation
7.1a

37

The importance of
confidentiality and
security when dealing
with management
information 7.1e

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher presentation: information based
introduction. Example activities

●●

Student activity: practical tasks. Internet search to
complete worksheets

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

Textbook

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

Flipchart

●●

Teacher presentation: information based
introduction. Example activities: link with
professional ethics units from awarding bodies

●●

Student activity: practical tasks working
individually or in pairs. Internet search

Answers to
tasks

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

Textbook

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

Flipchart
Lesson
notes and
exercises
(optional)
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Internet
search

Lesson
notes and
activities
Task sheets

Internet

15
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Lesson

Unit content
Workshop on topic area
7.1

38

Activities

Suggested
resource
checklist

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Student activity: workshop/working individually or
in pairs on tasks

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

Past exam
papers

●●

Teacher led discussion: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review lesson and ensure understanding

Internet

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

Flipchart

●●

Teacher activity: effective studying: read, recall,
revise, note taking, summarise, practise. Review
areas of revision requested by students in
preparation for final exams. Example activities

Task sheets
Answers to
tasks
Textbook

Review, revision and exam preparation
Exam techniques and
study skills

39
●●

Student activity: practical tasks working
individually or in pairs

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

Revision tasks

●●

Topic areas 1, 2.1, 2.2,
and 2.3

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher activity: revise topic areas. Go through
key themes. Provide exam techniques and model
answers to set questions

●●

Student activity: practice tasks working
individually

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

Revision tasks

●●

Topic areas 3.1, 4.1 and
5.1

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher activity: revise topic areas. Go through
key themes. Provide exam techniques and model
answers to set questions

●●

Student activity: practice tasks working
individually

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

40

41

Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook
Past exam
papers

Flipchart
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook
Past exam
papers

Flipchart
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook
Past exam
papers

16
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Chapter 3 Scheme of work

Lesson

Unit content

Activities

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher activity: revise topic area. Go through
key themes. Provide exam techniques and model
answers to set questions

●●

Student activity: practice tasks working
individually

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

Revision tasks

●●

Topic areas 4.2, 6.1 and
7.1

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 minutes) to
review previous session

●●

Teacher activity: revise topic areas. Go through
key themes. Provide exam techniques and model
answers to set questions

●●

Student activity: practice tasks working
individually

●●

Teacher activity: ensure student tasks are correct
and provide ongoing support

Revision tasks
Topic area 3.2

42

43

44

Mock exam under
supervision

45

Feedback provided on
mock exam

46

Final preparation for
exam

Suggested
resource
checklist
Flipchart
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook
Past exam
papers

Flipchart
Task sheets
and answers
(optional)
Textbook
Past exam
papers

EXAMINATION

17
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Chapter

4

Preparing learners for external
assessment
Learners will expect preparation for examinations and assessment and this should be
included in the delivery of the course. However your main focus must be on the eﬀective
learning of the full breadth and depth of the curriculum indicated by the specification and
example scheme of work provided for each qualification.
It is important that you encourage learners to develop their study skills from the
beginning of the course as this will assist in their revision later in the course.
At the beginning of the course you will lead in the incorporation of assessment/revision
based activities. As the course progresses learners should be able to take a greater responsibility for their own revision. This should be encouraged.
Each qualification specification has details about when assessment is available. To gain
access to the assessment, learners have to be entered by the entry deadline. Please refer
to the exam timetable and Operations Guide for Centres on the website. It is important to
enter learners for the examination when they are ready, and not just at the first available
assessment window.
The specification also details the expected characteristics of those working at either pass
or distinction grade (merit falls between the two, although it is not explicitly defined). This
is worth examining, as it will help you to identify which target grade your learners are likely
to be aiming for. Crucially, the assessment objectives in the specification illustrate all the
diﬀerent ways that content may be tested in the exam. It is important that you familiarise
yourself with them, so you can help learners prepare.
The following guidance is provided to help you prepare your learners for external
assessment. It is subdivided to distinguish between teacher-led, learner-led activities and
examination techniques.

Examples of teacher-led activities:
●●

Explain the principles of assessment at induction so that learners have an understanding
of the assessment process.

●●

Explain the rubric of the exam paper to your learners.

●●

Use practice exercises to develop learners’ skills. This could be class based or set as a
homework assignment.

●●

You should encourage learners to complete additional tasks – for example, exercises from
suitable textbooks, real-life scenarios from business and financial pages in newspapers or
from websites to help contextualise the content for learners.

19
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●●

Introducing assessment as early as possible in the course will help develop confidence
in learners.

●●

Use sample assessment materials as mock exams with learners, so they can practise their
exam technique and time management skills.Over the lifespan of the specification, past
papers along with accompanying mark schemes and examiner reports will become available, which can also assist with practice.
Help familiarise learners with the range of questions they may face in the exam by going
through the different question types in the sample assessment material. The specifications contain guidance on the typical command words used.

●●

●●

The examination papers will include topics taken from any part of the specification. You
should not assume that all papers will be the same as the sample assessment provided.

●●

In order to engage learners, use a variety of delivery methods to help learners prepare
for the exam – for example, mock exams, pair and group work, and setting homework/
assignments to test learners’ understanding throughout the course.

●●

At the end of each topic you can incorporate, into your teaching, a mini test to help
consolidate learning.

●●

Clearly explain where your learners can make improvements.

●●

Recap the previous session at the start of each lesson as this will provide an opportunity
to monitor learner progress and encourage questions.

Examples of learner-led activities:
●●

Advise your learners how to put together a revision timetable to help plan their time
and study in preparation for the exam. This should include regular breaks and achievable targets (e.g. coverage of a particular area of content). Making a revision timetable
not only reflects a disciplined nature of studying but also makes the learner prepare
beforehand.

●●

Learners could revise in a variety of ways, including completing practice exercises,
creating revision notes/cards, and reading relevant reference materials to broaden their
understanding (e.g. textbooks and the internet).

●●

Through undertaking practice tests, it should be possible to identify learners’ weaker
areas of understanding. This will allow them to focus their personal revision and selfstudy on those areas.

●●

Help the learner identify subject topics which are not fully understood.

●●

You should encourage your learners to:
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

Give themselves enough time to study.
Organise a study space.
Plan a revision timetable.
Use diagrams: even in a financial environment these can be helpful.
Practice on old exam papers (where available).
Explain answers to others.
Take regular breaks during revision.
Make summary notes – making notes is by far the best way to memorise lots of information.

20
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Chapter 4 Preparing learners for external assessment
●●

Advise learners of any special requirements for the examination, e.g. non-programmable
calculator, identification requirements and any change in venue.

Examination techniques for learners
Tell your learners to:
●●

Allow themselves plenty of time to get to the venue before the exam starts.

●●

Read the examination paper fully before starting.

●●

Identify the questions they can answer with the most ease, and answer those first.

●●

Be aware that the marks allocated to each question provide an indication of the time
required to complete it. Do not spend too much time on any one question.

●●

Be aware of the amount of time left.

●●

Aim to answer all questions on the paper even if some are left incomplete.

●●

Allow time at the end of the examination to check work.

●●

Be sure they answer the question as it is written, and not what they hoped it would be.

For more study skill advice and activities that you can download and give to your learners,
visit the website qualifications.pearson.com/lcci and search for this qualification.

21
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Chapter

5

Exam command words

Below is a list of some of the key command words and their definition that will be used
in the exam. It is worth taking time with your learners to make sure they understand the
definition and what is expected of them for each command word to help improve their exam
technique.
Give
State
Identify
Describe

Requiring factual information. Use of a single word but sometimes a few
words are required to a maximum of a single sentence.

Compare

A discussion of more than one concept, which describes the features of
each, and indicates relationships between them.

Explain

More detail and/or understanding in responses. Learners use linkage
words such as ‘therefore’, ‘so that’ and ‘because’.

Prepare
Complete

Number of stages to complete in the preparation of (financial) statements,
accurately inputting figures or information into a specific format, e.g. a
table.

Calculate

Work out a numerical problem, showing how they arrived at their answer.
Use appropriate processes in their response.

Analyse
Advise
Evaluate

Interpret cost data and information and recognise patterns and
correlations, in order to build a reasoned decision and draw conclusions.

23
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Chapter

6

Practice exercises
Please note: these exercises are intended for use in the classroom to embed knowledge, and are not a replacement
for exam preparation. To best prepare learners for examinations, please refer to the Sample Assessment
Materials and Past Papers, which can be found on the Pearson website (qualifications.pearson.com/lcci)

Chapter 1
1.1

From the following information, calculate:
(a) Prime cost
(b) Production cost
(c) Total cost.
$
Wages and salaries of employees:
In factory (70% is directly concerned with units being manufactured)
Salaries: Sales staff
Commission on sales paid to sales staff
Salaries of administrative staff
Travelling expenses:
Sales staff
Factory workers not directly concerned with production
Administrative staff
Haulage costs on raw material bought
Carriage costs on goods sold
Depreciation:
Factory equipment
Accounting and office equipment
Motor vehicles:
Sales staff cars
Administrative staff
Sales display equipment
Royalties payable per unit of production
Canteen costs used by all the workers, ²⁄3 work in the factory, ¹⁄3 in
other parts of the firm
Raw materials:
Inventory at start of period
Inventory at close of period
Bought in the period
Interest on loans and overdrafts

$
220,000
8,000
1,400
72,000

2,900
100
200
3,200
4,000
7,800
38,000
2,000
3,800
1,600
300
45,700
1,600
6,000
120,000
160,000
400,000
3,800

continued
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Other indirect manufacturing costs
Other administrative expenses
Other selling expenses

58,000
42,000
65,000

1.2

Explain the difference between financial accounting and management accounting
and the relationship between cost accounting, financial accounting, and management
accounting.

1.3

Activities for study groups
You are the management team in a business which makes self-assembly kitchen
units and sells them to large do-it-yourself stores. One person should take
on the role of the financial controller but the rest of the team may take any
managerial roles they choose. Each manager will have responsibility for a cost
centre. The group should decide, at the outset, on the name and purpose of each
cost centre.
In stage 1 of the team exercise, each manager should write down the name
of the cost centre and a list of the costs for which the manager expects to
have responsibility. A copy of the cost centre name and the list of costs should
be supplied to each member of the team. In stage 2, each manager should
separately write down his or her requirements from a company-wide cost
coding system, yet to be designed, which has been specified in outline as having
six alphanumeric characters. Each manager should also make a note of any
costs which are shared with another manager or managers.
While the managers are carrying out the second stage, the financial controller
should prepare a cost coding system which would meet the needs as specified
on the lists of costs provided by each manager from stage 1.
In stage 3, the group should come together for a management meeting at
which the financial controller will provide his or her cost coding system and
each manager will respond with his or her ideas. If possible, a mutually agreed
solution should be found but, at the very least, the group should identify the
areas where further negotiation will be required. Finally, the group should
make a five-minute presentation to the class describing the negotiations on the
coding system and commenting on the practical problems of such negotiation.

1.4

During the month of May, 4,000 metal towel rails were produced and 3,500 were
sold. There had been none in store at the start of the month. There was no inventory
(stock) of raw materials at either the start or end of the period. Costs incurred during
May in respect of towel rails were as follows:
$
Metal piping

12,000

Wages to welders and painters

9,000

Supplies for welding

1,400

Advertising campaign

2,000

Production manager’s salary

1,800

Accounts department computer costs for dealing with production records

1,200
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Chapter 6 Practice exercises

(a) Classify the list of costs set out above, into product costs and period costs.
(b) Explain how you would value inventory (stock) held at the end of the month.
1.5

Which source documents should be used to create the accounting record for direct
materials costs?

Chapter 2
2.1

For the year ended 31 December 20X3, the quantities of units sold are expected to be:
January
February
March
April
May
June

330
540
310
450
360
300

July
August
September
October
November
December

210
290
510
330
450
570

The opening inventory at 1 January 20X3 will be 144 units. The closing
inventory desired at 31 December 20X3 is 150 units.
Required:
(a) What will production be per month if an even production flow is required and
inventory levels during the year can fall to zero because that minimises the cost
of holding inventory?
(b) Given the same information plus the constraint that inventory levels must never
fall below 80 units, and that extra production will be undertaken in January
20X3 to ensure this happens, what will be the January production figure?
2.2

During its first month of operations, a business made purchases and sales as shown in
the table below:
Date
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

5
10
15
17
24
30

Number of units
purchased
100

Unit cost

200

$1.10

300

$1.15

Number of
units sold

$1.00
50
150
200

All sales were made at $2 each.
Required
Calculate the profit for the month and the stock value held at the end of the
month using:
(a) the FIFO approach to the issue of units for sale, where:
(i) the calculation is carried out at the date of sale; and
(ii) the calculation is carried out at the end of the month without regard for the
date of sale; and
(b) the LIFO approach to the issue of units for sale, where:
(i) the calculation is carried out at the date of sale; and
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(ii) the calculation is carried out at the end of the month without regard for the
date of sale; and
(c) the average-cost approach to the issue of units for sale, making the calculation at the end of the month without regard for the date of sale.
2.3

Can you remember the circumstances in which the non-withdrawable part of a
company’s capital could be reduced, without contravening the law?

2.4

A company manufactures golf bags. Golf bags have the following manufacturing
costs:
Labour (5 hours at $5.00/hour)
Materials
Variable production overheads

$ per bag
25
40
10

In addition, the company has monthly fixed production overhead costs of
$100,000 and 5,000 golf bags are manufactured every month.
Required
Prepare a statement of total product cost for a batch of 5,000 golf bags which
shows prime cost and production overhead cost as subtotals.

Chapter 3
3.1

Using whichever of the following figures are required, prepare a manufacturing
account and trading account for 20X3. The manufacturing account should show
clearly the prime cost of manufacture and the production cost of finished goods
produced.
Inventory, 1 January 20X3:
$
Raw materials
13,500
Partly finished goods
11,800
Finished goods
13,400
Inventory, 31 December 20X3:
Raw materials
14,100
Partly finished goods
11,450
Finished goods
14,160
Purchases of raw materials
82,700
Carriage on raw materials
4,430
Salaries and wages: factory (including $22,700 for management and supervision) 75,674
Salaries and wages: general office
14,200
Rent and business rates (three-quarters works, one-quarter office)
1,600
Lighting and heating (seven-eighths works, one-eighth office)
2,960
Repairs to machinery
1,527
Depreciation of machinery
2,700
Factory direct expenses
365
Insurance of plant and machinery
440
Revenue
202,283

Note: partly finished goods are valued at their production cost.
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3.2

Budgeted information relating to two departments of Rydons Tables Ltd for the next
period is as follows:
Department

Production
overhead

1
2

Direct
labour
cost
$

Direct
labour
hours

Machine
hours

$

Direct
material
cost
$

270,000
18,000

67,500
36,000

13,500
100,000

2,700
25,000

45,000
300

Individual direct labour employees within each department earn differing rates
of pay according to their skills, grade and experience.
Required
(a) Rydons Tables intends to use a production overhead cost rate of $6 per machine
hour for absorbing production overhead cost into jobs, based on the budget.
Write a short note to the managers of the business commenting on this proposal.
(b) During the past year, Rydons Tables has been using a production overhead cost
rate of $5.60 per machine hour. During the year overheads of $275,000 were
incurred and 48,000 machine hours worked. Were overheads under-absorbed or
over-absorbed, and by how much?
3.3

Write a brief commentary on the most significant features of the following table.
Comparison of profit, using absorption costing and marginal costing
Period 1
$

Period 2
$

Period 3
$

Period 4
$

Period 5
$

Total
$

1,760
1,700
+ 60

1,930
1,810
+ 120

2,360
2,360
0

2,500
2,580
− 80

2,700
2,800
− 100

11,250
11,250
0

Absorption costing
Variable costing
Difference

3.4

Hedges Ltd has fixed costs of $8,000. The variable costs are $4 per unit. The revenue
(selling price) is $6 per unit. You are required (i) to draft a schedule as follows filling
in the columns (a) to (f) for each stage of 1,000 units up to 10,000 units.
No. of units

(a)
Fixed cost
$

(b)
Variable cost
$

(c)
Total cost
$

(d)
Revenue
$

(e)
Profit
$

(f)
Loss
$

0
1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000
10,000

(ii) You are also required to draw a breakeven chart from the data in this
schedule. Draw it carefully to scale on a piece of graph paper.
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3.5

At the monthly senior management meeting of Hampshire plc on 1 May 20X3, various
suggestions were made to improve the profit to be made by selling the firm’s single
product in the last quarter of the year ending 30 September 20X3. The product is not
subject to seasonal demand fluctuations, but there are several competitors producing
similar items. In the first quarter of the year a suggestion was made that profit could
be improved if the selling price were reduced by 5%, and this was put into effect at
the beginning of the second quarter. As the new price undercut that of the rival firms,
demand increased, and the firm’s breakeven point was reduced.
The following suggestions have now been raised:
(i) Differentiate the product from its rivals by giving it a more distinctive shape,
colour and packaging. This would increase material costs per unit by $0.30, but
selling price would not be raised. Demand is then predicted to rise by 10%.
(ii) Improve the quality of the product by strengthening it and giving it a one-year
guarantee – material costs would then increase by $0.15 per unit and labour
costs by $0.30 per unit. Selling price would rise by $0.40 per unit, and demand
increase by 7%.
(iii) Further reduce the selling price by 10% – demand to rise by 20%.
(iv) Pay commission plus salaries instead of fixed salaries only to all sales staff.
Variable selling costs would then rise by $0.20 per unit, but fixed costs would fall
by $4,100 per quarter;
(v) Subcontract the making of some components, and close the department responsible, making six staff redundant at an estimated cost to the firm of $12,000.
30,000 components are currently made per quarter. Each component’s variable
cost is $0.55. They can be bought from a recently established firm for $0.60 per
unit. The department’s share of the firm’s fixed costs is 20% and $2,500 fixed
costs per quarter would cease to arise if the department were to be closed.
Data for:
Number of units produced and sold

First quarter
9,000

10,800
$

Selling price per unit
Materials per unit
Labour per unit
Variable factory overhead per unit
Variable selling costs per unit
Fixed factory overhead
Fixed selling and administration costs

Second quarter

14
3.65
2.10
1.40
0.85
21,375
16,125

$
13.30
3.65
2.10
1.40
0.85
21,375
16,125

Required:
(a) Calculate the profit made in each of the first and second quarters, showing clearly
the contribution per unit in each case.
(b) Draw one breakeven chart showing the total costs and total revenues for the
first and second quarters. You should label clearly the two breakeven points and
margins of safety.
(c) Taking each suggestion independently, calculate the profit that might be made in
the last quarter if each of them were to be implemented.
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(d) Discuss the implications for the firm of undertaking suggestions (i)–(iv), and for
the firm and the local community of undertaking suggestion (v).
(e) Explain to the senior managers how, while breakeven analysis is useful, it has
limitations.
(Reproduced with the kind permission of OCR – University of Oxford Delegacy of Local
Examinations: GCE A-level)

Chapter 4
4.1

Write down five ways in which budgeting may cause problems for an organisation.
Refer to the textbook and compare your list with the text. Have you found additional
problems? Are the problems you have identified more serious or less serious than
those described in the text?

4.2

Calculate the materials variances from the following data:
(i) Material T:
Standard price per metre
$11
		
Standard usage per unit
176 metres
		
Actual price per metre
$11
		
Actual usage per unit
171 metres
(ii) Material U:
Standard price per tonne
$42
		
Standard usage per unit
50 tonnes
		
Actual price per tonne
$45
		
Actual usage per unit
50 tonnes
(iii) Material V:
Standard price per litre
$22
		
Standard usage per unit
79 litres
		
Actual price per litre
$22
		
Actual usage per unit
83 litres
(iv) Material W:
Standard price per metre
$8
		
Standard usage per unit
41 metres
		
Actual price per metre
$10
		
Actual usage per unit
41 metres
(v) Material X:
Standard price per tonne
$29
		
Standard usage per unit
60 tonnes
		
Actual price per tonne
$30
		
Actual usage per unit
60 tonnes
(vi ) Material Y:
Standard price per kilo
$55
		
Standard usage per unit
84 kg
		
Actual price per kilo
$55
		
Actual usage per unit
78 kg

4.3

Calculate the labour variances from the following data:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Job
Job
Job
Job
Job
Job

a
b
c
d
e
f

Standard
hours
450
660
150
510
420
810

Actual
hours
426
680
140
520
450
780

Standard
wage rate ($)
5.20
4.90
5.30
5.10
5.20
4.60

Actual
wage rate ($)
5.60
4.70
4.90
5.40
4.80
5.00
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Chapter 5
5.1

Draw up a cash budget for F. Jack showing the balance at the end of each month, from
the following information for the six months ended 31 December 20X3:
(a) Opening cash (including bank) balance on 1 July 20X3 $3,600
(b) Production in units:
20X3
March April
720
810

May
900

June
960

July
1,050

Aug
1,110

Sep
1,140

Oct
1,020

Nov
930

20X4
Jan
750

Dec
780

(c) Raw materials used in production cost $15 per unit. Of this, 90% is paid in the
month of production and 10% in the month after production.
(d) Direct labour costs of $24 per unit are payable in the month of production.
(e) Variable expenses are $6 per unit, payable 40% in the same month as production
and 60% in the month following production.
(f) Sales at $60 per unit:
20X3
Feb
780

(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
5.2

Mar
600

Apr
960

May
870

Jun
1,200

July
900

Aug
1,050

Sep
1,200

Oct
1,170

Nov
1,200

Debtors to pay their accounts three months after that in which sales are made.
Fixed expenses of $1,200 per month payable each month.
Machinery costing $6,000 to be paid for in September 20X3.
Will receive a legacy of $7,500 in November 20X3.
Drawings will be $900 per month.

Mtoto Ltd operate a main wholesale ‘cash and carry’ store and two other smaller
depots. Following a net trading loss for the year ending 31 August 20X4, the company
has decided that, in the new financial year, tighter control must be exercised over
cash resources.
The following information is available:
1 All goods are purchased by the main store.
Purchases 20X4
Actual
July
$
55,800

Aug
$
61,200

Sept
$
64,300

Forecast
Oct
Nov
$
$
41,000
46,000

Dec
$
41,800

Mtoto Ltd pays suppliers two months after the month of purchase.
Forecast purchases are being reduced since the managing director regarded
current inventory levels as too high.
●● In addition, shop-soiled inventory which cost $20,000 is to be sold for cash in
October. It is anticipated that this inventory will be sold for $17,000. This sale
is not included in the sales of Note 2 below.
2 All sales are on a cash basis only except for several important customers who
trade only with Mtoto’s main store.
●●
●●
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Sales 20X4
Actual

Main store
Cash sales
Credit sales
Depot 1
Depot 2

3
4

Forecast
Nov
$

July
$

Aug
$

Sept
$

Oct
$

21,500
24,000
15,500
21,000

21,600
21,000
17,400
24,000

18,000
32,500
19,700
26,300

26,300
26,000
18,000
19,700

19,200
25,400
17,600
21,000

Dec
$
24,700
27,800
17,900
19,100

Mtoto Ltd pays $9,500 fixed overhead costs per month.
Wages and salaries are paid each month through a centralised payroll system.
Wages and salaries 20X4
Actual
Aug
$
16,000

5

Forecast
Sept
$
17,000

Oct
$
19,000

Nov
$
13,000

Dec
$
12,000

In October, 10 staff were made redundant and are to receive their redundancy compensation of $12,000 in December. This amount is not included
in the above figures.
Other variable overhead charges are paid by Mtoto Ltd in the month following
the month they are incurred.
Wages and salaries 20X4
Actual
Aug
$
5,600

6

Forecast
Sept
$
6,800

Oct
$
6.100

Nov
$
7.400

Dec
$
6,900

Plant surplus to requirement is to be sold in September for $26,500 cash. The
plant cost $55,000 and depreciation to date is $20,000.

Required:
(a) A detailed cash budget, on a month by month basis, for the first four months of
the financial year ending 31 December 20X4 for Mtoto Ltd.
(b) A short business report summarising the action that Mtoto could take to attempt
a return to a profit situation.
(Adapted fromm AQA (Associated Examining Board): GCE A-level)

Chapter 6
6.1

The directors of Advanced plc are currently considering an investment in new
production machinery to replace existing machinery. The new machinery would
produce goods more efficiently, leading to increased sales volume. The investment
required will be $1,150,000 payable at the start of the project. The alternative course
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of action would be to continue using the existing machinery for a further five years,
at the end of which time it would have to be replaced.
The following forecasts of sales and production volumes have been made:
Sales (in units)
Year

Using existing machinery

Using new machinery

400,000
450,000
500,000
600,000
750,000

560,000
630,000
700,000
840,000
1,050,000

Using existing machinery

Using new machinery

420,000
435,000
505,000
610,000
730,000

564,000
637,000
695,000
840,000
1,044,000

1
2
3
4
5
Production (in units)
Year
1
2
3
4
5

Further information
(a) The new machinery will reduce production costs from their present level of $7.50
per unit to $6.20 per unit. These production costs exclude depreciation.
(b) The increased sales volume will be achieved by reducing unit selling prices from
their present level of $10.00 per unit to $8.50 per unit.
(c) The new machinery will have a scrap value of $150,000 after five years.
(d) The existing machinery will have a scrap value of $30,000 at the start of Year 1.
Its scrap value will be $20,000 at the end of Year 5.
(e) The cost of capital to the company, in money terms, is presently 12% per annum.
Required
1 Prepare a report to the directors of Advanced plc on the proposed investment
decision.
2 List any further matters which the directors should consider before making their
decision.

Answers to practice exercises
Chapter 1
1.1
Raw materials consumed (120,000 + 400,000 − 160,000)
Haulage costs
Direct labour 70% × 220,000

360,000
4,000
154,000
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Royalties
(a) Prime cost
Factory overhead
		 Factory indirect labour
		 Other factory indirect expenses
		 Travelling expenses
		 Depreciation: Factory equipment
		 Firm’s canteen expenses
(b) Production cost
Administration expenses
		Salaries
		 Travelling expenses
		 Firm’s canteen expenses
		 Depreciation: Acctg. and ofﬁce equipment
			
Cars of admin. staff
		 Other administrative expenses

  1,600
519,600
66,000
58,000
100
38,000
4,000
166,100
685,700
72,000
200
2,000
2,000
1,600
42,000
119,800

Selling and distribution expenses
		Salaries
		Commission
		 Travelling expenses
		 Depreciation: Equipment
			
Sales staff cars
		 Other selling expenses
		 Carriage costs on sales

8,000
1,400
2,900
300
3,800
65,000
7,800
89,200

Finance costs
		 Interest on loans and overdrafts
(c) Total cost

  3,800
898,500

1.4
$
Metal piping

Product

12,000

Wages to welders and painters

Product

9,000

Supplies for welding

Product

1,400

Advertising campaign

Period

2,000

Production manager’s salary

Period

1,800

Accounts department computer costs for dealing with production records

Period

1,200

The costs incurred during May relate to 4,000 towel rails, so allocate costs on
this basis. Product costs are $22,400 in total, or $5.60 per towel rail. There are
500 towel rails remaining in stock at the end of the month which would have a
value of $(500 × 5.60) = $2,800. Most business would use a value higher than
$5.60 to take some of the period costs into account (e.g. a proportion of the
production manager’s salary). However, this is a matter of judgement where
others would charge all period costs in the profit and loss account.
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Chapter 2
2.1
(a) Opening inventory
Add Production

?

(C)
(B)

4,650
150

Less Sales total – see question
Closing inventory
Missing ﬁgure (B) must be 4,800
Missing ﬁgure (C) must then be 4,656
Equal production per month 4,656 ÷ 12 = 388 units.
(b) Given ﬁgures per (a)
Opening inventory
Add Production
Less Sales
Closing inventory

J
144
388
532
330
202

F
202
388
590
540
50

M
50
388
438
310
128

A
128
388
516
450
66

M
66
388
454
360
94

J
94
388
482
300
182

144
   

J
182
388
570
210
360

A
360
388
748
290
458

S
458
388
846
510
336

O
336
388
724
330
394

N
394
388
782
450
332

D
332
388
720
570
150

Lowest closing figure is 50 units in February. It is also below 80 in April.
If inventory is not to fall below 80 units an extra 80 – 50 = 30 units will have to
be produced in February making production for that month of 418 units; and
an extra 14 will need to be produced in April making production for that month
402 units.
2.2

(a) The FIFO approach to the issue of units for sale, where:
(i) the calculation is carried out at the date of sale; and
(ii) the calculation is carried out at the end of the month without regard for the
date of sale.
Date

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Number
of units
purchased

Unit cost

5
10
15
17

100

$1.00

200

$1.10

Jan. 24
Jan. 30

300

Cost of
goods
sold
(i)
$

50

50

150

50
110

200

110
115
   
435

Cost of
goods
sold
(ii)
$

Inventory Inventory
(stock)
(stock)
(i)

(ii)

   
230

   
230

$1.15

   
600
Revenue 400 × $2
Cost of sales
Gross profit

Number
of units
sold

   
400
$
800
435
365

100
220
115
435

Inventory (stock) = 200 × $1.15 = $230
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(b) The LIFO approach to the issue of units for sale, where:
(i) the calculation is carried out at the date of sale; and
(ii) the calculation is carried out at the end of the month without regard for
the date of sale; and
Date

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Number
of units
purchased

5
10
15
17
24
30

Unit cost

100

$1.00

200

$1.10

300

$1.15

Number
of units
sold

   
600

Cost of
goods
sold
(i)
$

Cost of
goods
sold
(ii)
$

Inventory Inventory
(stock)
(stock)
(i)

50

50

50

150

165

55

200
   
400

230
   
345

345
110
455

115
   
220

(ii)

100
110
210

either (i):
Revenue 400 × $2
Cost of sales
Gross profit

$
800
345
455

Inventory (stock) = (50 × $1.00) + (50 ×× $1.10) + (100 ×× $1.15)
= 50 + 55 + 115 = 220

or (ii):
$
Sales 400 × $2
800
Cost of goods sold 455
345
Profit

Inventory (stock) =
 (100 ×× $1) + (100 ×× $1.10)
= 100 + 110 = $210

Note that in all cases the Cost of sales plus the unsold Inventory (stock) = $665.
(c) The average-cost approach to the issue of units for sale, making the calculation at
the end of the month without regard for the date of sale.
Date

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

5
10
15
17
24
30

Number of units
purchased

Unit cost

100

$1.00

$
100

200

$1.10

220

300
   
600

$1.15

345
   
665

Average cost = $665/500 = $1.108
Revenue 400 × $2
Cost of sales 400 × $1.108
Gross profit

$
800
443
357

Inventory (stock) 200 × $1.108) = $222
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2.3

It can be reduced as a result of the company sustaining trading losses, or losses on
disposal of non-current assets, which exceed the withdrawable amount of shareholders’ equity. It cannot legally be reduced by shareholders making withdrawals.

Chapter 3
3.1
Manufacturing and Trading Account for
Revenue
Less: Cost of sales
Opening inventory of raw materials
Purchases of raw materials
Carriage in of raw materials
Closing inventory raw materials
Cost of materials consumed
Direct expenses
Salaries and wages (75,674 − 22,700)
Factory direct expenses
Prime cost
Indirect expenses
Salaries and wages
Rent and rates
Light and heat
Repairs to machinery
Depreciation – machinery
Insurance – plant and machinery
Add Work-in-progress at 1 Jan 2013
Less Work-in-progress at 31 Dec 2013
Production cost of goods produced
Add Opening inventory of ﬁnished goods
Less Closing inventory of ﬁnished goods
Gross proﬁt

3.2

20X3
202,283
13,500
82,700
4,430
100,630
14,100
86,530
52,974
365
139,869
22,700
1,200
2,590
1,527
2,700
440
171,026
11,800
182,826
11,450
171,376
13,400
184,776
14,160
170,616
31,667

(a)	
The use of a machine hour rate is appropriate for Department 1, which
is heavily dependent on machine hours, but not for Department 2, which
is more dependent on labour hours. The production overhead should be
allocated according to the factor which most closely causes it to be incurred. In
Department 1 this is likely to be machine hours but in Department 2 it is more
likely to be labour hours.
(b) Applying a rate of $5.60 to 48,000 machine hours, the overhead absorbed was
$268,800. This was less than the amount of overhead incurred, $275,000, and
so it is said that overheads are underabsorbed by $6,200. The use of estimated
overhead absorption rates, based on budget, is necessary for an estimation
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of cost before the true costs are known. However, the full actual costs have
to be accounted for at the end of the period and so a further $6,200 must be
charged to the profit and loss account in addition to the costs charged as jobs
proceeded.
3.4

(i)
No. of units
0
1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000
10,000

3.5

Fixed
cost
8,000
8,000
8,000
8,000
8,000
8,000
8,000
8,000
8,000
8,000
8,000

Variable
cost
–
4,000
8,000
12,000
16,000
20,000
24,000
28,000
32,000
36,000
40,000

Total
cost
8,000
12,000
16,000
20,000
24,000
28,000
32,000
36,000
40,000
44,000
48,000

Revenue
–
6,000
12,000
18,000
24,000
30,000
36,000
42,000
48,000
54,000
60,000

Profit
–

nil
2,000
4,000
6,000
8,000
10,000
12,000

Loss
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
nil

(a)
Hampshire plc
Proﬁt Statement for ﬁrst and second quarters
First quarter
Second quarter
Revenue
126,000
143,640
Materials
32,850
39,420
Labour
18,900
22,680
Variable factory o/h
12,600
15,120
7,650
72,000
9,180
86,400
Variable selling costs
Contribution
54,000
57,240
Fixed costs:
Factory overhead
21,375
21,375
16,125
37,500
16,125
37,500
Selling and admin.
Proﬁt for the period
16,500
19,740

Contribution per unit

54,000
57,240
= 6.00   
= 5.30
9,000
10,800

(b) Draw on graph paper. Breakeven points are at:
37,500
= 6,250 units
14.00 − 8.00
37,500
= 7,075 units
Contribution per unit
13.30 − 8.00
First quarter =

Margins of safety above these points.
(c) Proﬁt statements incorporating suggestions:
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No. of units sold
Revenue (W1)
Materials
Labour
Variable factory o/h
Variable selling o/h
Total variable costs
Contribution
Fixed costs
Factory
Selling, etc.
Net proﬁt
Redundancy

(i)
11,880
158,004
46,926
24,948
16,632
10,098
98,604
59,400

(ii)
11,556
158,317
43,913
27,734
16,178
  9,823
97,648
60,669

(iii)
12,960
155,131
47,304
27,216
18,144
11,016
103,680
51,451

(iv)
10,800
143,640
39,420
22,680
15,120
11,340
88,560
55,080

21,375
16,125
37,500
21,900

21,375
16,125
37,500
23,169

21,375
16,125
37,500
13,951

21,375
12,025
33,400
21,680

(v)
10,800
143,640
see (W2)
87,900
       
87,900
55,740
see (W3)
35,000
35,000
20,740
12,000

Workings:
(W1) Selling price per unit (i) 13.30 (ii) 13.70 (iii) 11.97 (iv) 13.30 (v) 13.30.

Chapter 4
4.2

$
1,881
1,936
55

(i)

Actual cost per unit
Standard cost per unit
Materials usage variance (favourable)

171 × $11
176 × $11

(ii)

Actual cost per unit
Standard cost per unit
Materials price variance (adverse)

50 × $45
50 × $42

2,250
2,100
50

(iii) Actual cost per unit
Standard cost per unit
Materials usage variance (adverse)

83 × $22
79 × $22

1,826
1,738
88

(iv) Actual cost per unit
Standard cost per unit
Materials price variance (adverse)

41 × $10
41 × $8

410
328
82

(v)

60 × $30
60 × $29

1,800
1,740
60

78 × $27.5
84 × $27.5

2,145
2,310
165

Actual cost per unit
Standard cost per unit
Materials price variance (adverse)

(vi) Actual cost per unit
Standard cost per unit
Materials usage variance (favourable)
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4.3

$
124.80
170.40
45.60

(i)

Favourable labour efﬁciency variance
Adverse wage rate variance
Net adverse labour variance

24 × $5.20
426 × 40c

(ii)

Favourable wage rate variance
Adverse labour efﬁciency variance
Net favourable labour variance

660 × 20c
20 × $4.70

132.00
94.00
38.00

140 × 40c
10 × $5.30

56.00
53.00
109.00
795.00
686.00
109.00

(iii) Favourable wage rate variance
Favourable labour efﬁciency variance
This compares with: Standard cost
This compares with: Actual cost

150 × $5.30
140 × $4.90

(iv) Adverse wage rate variance
Adverse labour efﬁciency variance
Total adverse labour variance

520 × 30c
10 × $5.10

156.00
51.00
207.00

(v)

420 × 40c
30 × $4.80

168.00
144.00
24.00

30 × $4.60
780 × 40c

138.00
312.00
174.00

Favourable wage rate variance
Adverse labour efﬁciency variance
Net favourable labour variance

(vi) Favourable labour variance
Adverse wage rate variance
Net adverse labour variance

Chapter 5
5.1

F. Jack: Cash Budget
Balance b/d
Receipts
Payments (see schedule)
Balance c /d
*Includes $7,500 legacy

Jul
3,600
57,600
61,200
48,891
12,309

Payments schedule
July
Raw materials 1,050 (Jul) × $13.5
Raw materials 960 (Jun) × $1.5
Direct labour 1,050 × $24
Variable 960 × $3.6 + 1,050 × $2.40
Fixed expenses
Drawings
Sept
Raw materials 1,140 (Sept) × $13.5
Raw materials 1,110 (Aug) × $1.5

Aug
12,309
52,200
64,509
51,744
12,765

14,175
1,440
25,200
5,976
1,200
   900
48,891
15,390
1,665

Sept
12,765
72,000
84,765
59,247
25,518

1,110
1,050
1,110
1,050

Oct
Nov
Dec
25,518
30,906
56,997
54,000 70,500* 72,000
79,518 101,406 128,997
48,612
44,409
37,965
30,906
56,997
91,032

Aug
(Aug) × $13.5
(July) × $1.5
× $24
× $3.6 + 1,110 × $2.40

Oct
1,020 (Oct) × $13.5
1,140 (Sep) × $1.5

14,985
15,750
26,640
6,444
1,200
   900
65,919
13,770
1,710
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Direct labour 1,140 × $24
Variable 1,110 × $3.6 + 1,140 × $2.4
Fixed expenses
Drawings
Drawings
Nov
Raw materials 930 (Nov) × $13.5
Raw materials 1,020 (Oct) × $1.5
Direct labour 930 × $24
Variable 1,020 × $3.6 + 930 × $2.4
Fixed expenses
Drawings

5.2

(a)

27,360
6,732
1,200
   900
6,000
59,247

1,020 × $24
1,140 × $3.6 + 1,020 × $2.4

12,555
1,530
22,320
5,904
1,200
   900
44,409

780
930
780
930

Dec
(Dec) × $13.5
(Nov) × $1.5
× $24
× $3.6 + 780 × $2.4

Mtoto Ltd
Cash Budget for the four months ending 31 December 20X4 ($)
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec

Receipts
Cash sales: Main store
Cash sales: Depot 1
Cash sales: Depot 2
Credit sales: Main store*
Plant surplus
Shop-soiled inventory

26,300
18,000
19,700
32,500

19,200
17,600
21,000
26,000

24,700
17,900
19,100
25,400

23,600
(240,000)
(216,400)

17,000
(216,400)
(199,400)

(9,100)
(199,400)
(208,500)

5,200
(208,500)
(203,300)

10,530
1,395
18,720
5,220
1,200
   900
37,965

Total

88,200
73,200
86,100
104,900
26,500
17,000
17,000
111,500
113,500
83,800
87,100
395,900
* Per statement of financial position, trade receivables (debtors) pay 1 month after sale.
Payments
Cost of sales
55,800
61,200
64,300
41,000
222,300
Fixed overheads
9,500
9,500
9,500
9,500
38,000
Wages and salaries
17,000
19,000
13,000
12,000
61,000
Redundancy
12,000
12,000
5,600
6,800
6,100
7,400
25,900
Variable costs
87,900
96,500
92,900
81,900
359,200
Surplus/(deﬁcit)
Balance b/d
Balance c/d

18,000
19,700
26,300
21,000
26,500

24,480
6,552
1,200
   900
      
48,612

36,700
(240,000)
(203,300)

(b) Identify contributions made by each depot:
Reduce inventory.
Sell off some non-current assets?
Reduce overhead costs.
See if gross profit margins can be increased, either by increasing prices or by
better buying policies at cheaper prices.
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Chapter 6
6.1

Advanced plc
This question requires evaluation of the investment of $1,150,000 as compared
with continuing on the existing basis with no investment.
Existing sales volume at $10 each
Proposed sales volume at $8.50
Incremental cash flow from sales
Existing production outflow at $7.50
New production outflow at $6.20
Incremental cash outflow on production
Excess inflow over outflow
Incremental scrap value
Discount factors at 12%
Present value
Total present value = 1,447,000.

Year 1
$000s
4,000
4,760
760
3,150
3,497
347
413
   
413
0.893
369

Year 2
$000s
4,500
5,355
855
3,263
3,949
686
169
   
169
0.797
135

Year 3
$000s
5,000
5,950
950
3,788
4,309
521
429
   
429
0.712
305

Year 4
$000s
6,000
7,140
1,140
4,575
5,208
633
507
   
507
0.636
322

Year 5
$000s
7,500
8,925
1,425
5,475
6,473
998
427
130
557
0.567
316

Investment required is $1,150,000 and there is ‘lost’ scrap value of $30,000,
giving a total outlay of $1,180,000.
So compare present value of $1,447,000 with outlay of $1,180,000. Net present
value is positive therefore investment is acceptable.
Other matters – is demand sustainable, are production costs controllable at
lower level, is scrap value forecast realistic?
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Chapter

7

Further reading and resource suggestions

The following text books cover the majority of the syllabus topics in this unit. New editions
of text books are generally published each year, although there is a growing supply of
slightly older, just as suitable, text books available on the internet at reasonable prices.
●

David Cox (2013) Analysing costs and revenues
Tutorial
ISBN: 978-1-909173-187 Osborne Books Limited

●

David Cox (2012) Costs and revenues
Workbook, Second edition
ISBN: 978-1-905777-785 Osborne Books Limited

●

T Lucy (2008) Costing
ISBN: 978-1-84480-931

Cengage Learning

●

T Lucy (2009) Management Accounting
ISBN: 978-0-82646-360-9 Cengage Learning

●

BBP Learning Media (2014) Basic Costing
ISBN: 978-1-472709-004

●

BBP Learning Media (2014) Costs and revenues
ISBN: 978-1-472709-035

●

Kaplan Publishing (2014) Basic Costing
ISBN: 978-0-857328-656

●

Kaplan Publishing (2014) Costs and revenues
ISBN: 978-0-857329-400

●

A Pizzey Cost and Management Accounting
ISBN: 978-1-853960-499 Sage Publishing Ltd

●

C Gowthorpe Management Accounting
ISBN: 978-184-480-2043 Cengage Learning

●

M Quinn and G Kristandl Business Information Systems for Accounting Students
ISBN: 978-0-273-77352-8 Pearson Education
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Syllabus content: A selection of material available on the internet
1.1 The role of cost accounting in business
●●

opentuition.com/fia/ma1/cost-classification/
Cost Classification, Variable, Fixed, Semi-variable Costs

●●

accountingexplained.com
Cost and Cost Classifications

●●

www.accountingcoach.com/blog/what-is-cost-behavior
What is cost behavior?

●●

www.cliffsnotes.com
Accounting Principles II, Cost Behaviour

●●

accountingexplained.com/managerial/cost-behavior/
Costs by Behaviour

●●

www.learnmanagerialaccounting.com/.../costbehavior/index.html
Cost Behaviour, Fixed, Variable, Mixed

●●

simplestudies.com/accounting-cost-behavior.html
Accounting Cost Behaviour

2.1 Material costs
●●

accounting-simplified.com/financial-accounting
FIFO Method

●●

accounting-simplified.com/financial.../accounting-for-inventory/
Accounting for Inventory, Definition Explanation, FIFO LIFO

●●

accountingexplained.com
Financial Accounting, Inventories, Inventory Valuation Methods

2.2 Labour costs
●●

www.slideshare.net/bloodysaurabh/labour-cost-accountingafm
Labour Cost Accounting

●●

www.investopedia.com/terms/c/cost-of-labor.asp
Cost of Labor Definition

●●

opentuition.com/fia/ma1/labour-costs-and-remuneration-methods/
Labour Costs and Remuneration Methods

●●

stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=ULC_EEQ
Unit Labour Costs and Labour Productivity

●●

www.businessdictionary.com/definition/labor-cost.html
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●●

kfknowledgebank.kaplan.co.uk
What is Labour Cost?

2.3 Overhead costs
●●

www.accountingtools.com/questions.../what-is-overhead-absorption.html
What is Overhead Absorption?

●●

www.cimaglobal.com/Documents/.../JOHNJOYCEARTICLE.pdf
Overhead Absorption, Standard Costing and Planning

●●

kfknowledgebank.kaplan.co.uk
Absorption of Overheads

●●

opentuition.com
Ask the Tutor: ACCA F2 – FIA FMA

●●

opentuition.com/topic/overhead-absorption-rate/
Overheads Absorption Rate

●●

www.slideshare.net/tallan420/absorption-costing-15557539
Absorption Costing

3.1 Job and batch costing
●●

opentuition.com/.../accounting-for-product-costs-job-costing-batch-costi...
Accounting for Product Costs: Job Costing, Batch Costing

●●

www.icaiknowledgegateway.org/.../chapter-6-job-costing-and-batch-costin...
Job Costing and Batch Costing

●●

kfknowledgebank.kaplan.co.uk

●●

www.proactiveresolutions.com/learners-zone/cost.../cost.../batch-costing/

●●

www.slideshare.net/sujoykrpaul/batch-costing
Batch Costing

●●

www.duncanwil.co.uk/batch.html
Batch Costing Worked Example

●●

dosen.narotama.ac.id/.../Chapter-20-Job-Batch-and-Process-Costing.pdf
Job, Batch and Process Costing

●●

https://financenmoney.wordpress.com/.../cost-accounting-job-costing-an...

●●

https://www.safaribooksonline.com/library/view/cost.../chapter008.xhtml
Cost Accounting, Job Costing and Batch Costing

3.2 Marginal costing
●●

www.businessdictionary.com/definition/marginal-cost.html

●●

www.accountingcoach.com/blog/what-is-marginal-cost
What is Marginal Cost?
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●●

www.investopedia.com/terms/m/marginalcostofproduction.asp

●●

www.tutor2u.net/economics/content/topics/.../marginal_cost.htm
Marginal Cost of Production Definition

●●

kfknowledgebank.kaplan.co.uk
Marginal and Absorption Costing

●●

www.slideshare.net/.../absorption-and-marginal-costing-13158049
Absorption and Marginal Costing

●●

education-portal.com/.../marginal-cost-definition-equation-formula.html
Marginal Cost: Definition, Equation and Formula

●●

www.accaglobal.com/uk/en/student/acca-qual.../CVP-analysis.html

●●

www.cliffsnotes.com
Accounting Principles II

●●

accountingexplained.com/managerial/cvp-analysis/

●●

www.csus.edu/indiv/m/mackeyjt/Accy121/powerpoint/11ch03.ppt

●●

www.investopedia.com/terms/c/cost-volume-profit-analysis.asp

●●

www.wyzant.com
Accounting

●●

classes.bus.oregonstate.edu/.../Management%20Accounting%20Chapter...
Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis

●●

highered.mheducation.com/sites/dl/free/0073527114/.../chapter_3.pdf
Fundamentals of Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis

●●

bizfinance.about.com › … ›
Basic Accounting and Bookkeeping Practices
How to do Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis

4.2 Standard costing and variances
●●

www.accountingcoach.com/standard-costing/explanation

●●

www.accountingtools.com ›
Cost Accounting Topics, Standard Costing

●●

www.businessdictionary.com/definition/standard-cost.html

●●

www.cliffsnotes.com
What is Standard Cost?

●●

classes.bus.oregonstate.edu/.../Management%20Accounting%20Chapter...

●●

kfknowledgebank.kaplan.co.uk
Standard Costing

●●

accountingexplained.com
Managerial Accounting, Standard Costing and Variance Analysis
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4.1 Budgetary planning and control and 5.1 Managing cash flows
●●

edwardlowe.org/digital-library/how-to-prepare-a-cash-budget/

●●

www.osbornebooksshop.co.uk/files/mct2013_03.pdf

●●

www.slideshare.net/barneyn/preparation-of-a-cash-budget

●●

www.va-interactive.com/inbusiness/editorial/finance/ibt/cash_bud.html
Preparing cash budgets

6.1 Investment appraisal
●●

www.capital-investment.co.uk/capital-investment-appraisal.php
Capital Investment Appraisal

●●

kfknowledgebank.kaplan.co.uk
Basic Investment Appraisal Techniques

●●

www.investopedia.com/terms/p/paybackperiod.asp

●●

accountingexplained.com
Managerial Accounting, Capital Budgeting, Payback Period

●●

www.boundless.com
Capital Budgeting, Payback Method, Defining the Payback Method

●●

www.accountingcoach.com/blog/calculate-payback-period
How Do You Calculate the Payback Period?

●●

www.accountingformanagement.org/accounting-rate-of-return-method/

●●

www.investopedia.com/terms/a/arr.asp

●●

accountingexplained.com
Managerial Accounting, Capital Budgeting, Accounting Rate of Return (ARR) Method,
Definition, Formula

7.1 The role of MIS in costing accounting
●●

www.tutor2u.net/

●●

Businessballs.com

Other helpful websites
●●

www.bized.co.uk/learn/index.htm
Aimed at the business student but lots of examples and hints specifically for accounting
studies

●●

www.accountingweb.co.uk/
Aimed at accountants in practice. Useful for keeping up to date with practical matters

●●

www.tutor2u.net/business/presentations/accounts/costmanagementaccounting
Includes free resources and revision notes for students and teachers
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●●

www.cimaglobal.com
The website for the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants

●●

http://accountancystudents.co.uk/
An accounting community with free resources for those studying with professional
accounting bodies

●●

www.accaglobal.com/uk/en/student.html
Support for ACCA students. This section provides information, advice and resources
including syllabuses, study guides and past exam papers
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Appendix

1

Glossary of International Accounting
Standards terminology
The following is a glossary of the comparison between the International Accounting
Standards (IAS) terminology and the UK GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting Practice in
the UK) terminology. IAS terminology is used in the content of the LCCI financial and quantitative suite of qualifications but not all terms are present in all levels of the qualifications.
Centres should be aware that these terms are also referred to as International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) in certain contexts within the industry, however the definitions
and meaning remain the same.
IAS terminology

Previously used UK GAAP terminology

Financial statements

Final accounts

Statement of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income

Trading and profit and loss account

Revenue

Sales

Raw materials/ordinary goods purchased

Purchases

Cost of sales

Cost of goods sold

Inventory

Stock

Work in progress

Work in progress

Gross profit

Gross profit

Other operating expenses

Sundry expenses

Allowance for doubtful debt

Provision for doubtful debt

Other operating income

Sundry income

Investment revenues/finance income

Interest receivable

Finance costs

Interest payable

Profit for the year

Net profit

Retained earnings

Profit/loss balance

Statement of changes in equity
(limited companies)

Appropriation account
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Statement of financial position

Balance sheet

Non-current assets

Fixed assets

Property

Land and buildings

Plant and equipment

Plant and equipment

Investment property

Investments

Intangible assets

Goodwill, etc.

Current assets

Current assets

Inventory

Stock

Trade receivables

Debtors

Other receivables

Prepayments

Bank and cash

Bank and cash

Current liabilities

Current liabilities/creditors: amounts due
within 12 months

Trade payables

Creditors

Other payables

Accruals

Bank overdraft and loans

Loans repayable within 12 months

Non-current liabilities

Long-term liabilities/creditors: amounts
falling due after 12 months

Bank (and other) loans

Loans repayable after 12 months

Capital or equity

Capital

Share capital

Share capital

Statement of cash flows

Cash flow statement

Other terms
Inventory count

Stock take

Carrying value

Net book value
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